
Overview
Mechanical walkers are walking robots that rely on 

motor-driven leg mechanisms. This project 
was inspired by Theo Jansen’s “Strandbeest” sculptures. 

Objective: Design, build, and evaluate the performance 
of a remotely controlled six-legged walking machine 
that uses one drive motor for locomotion and a 
second motor for steering 

Solution: The Six-Legged Sky Bison features a 
segmented chassis with a servo motor located at the 
joint to steer the walker. Our drivetrain allows for the 
all six legs to be driven by a single DC motor.  
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Existing Walker Designs
Figure 2: Four-Legged Chameleon Walker

● Four-legged
● Steerable
● Rectilinear leg 

mechanism

Analysis 

Hardware Performance
As of November 24, 2021, construction of the final 

design remains underway. Construction is scheduled to 
be completed on November 26, 2021. 

Future Improvements
Smaller Turning Radius

● Segment chassis into three components 
so walker has two steering locations

● Requires use of additional servo motor

Reduction of Servo Motor Torque Load
● Scale design down by a factor of 0.75 to reduce 

walker’s overall weight

The Six-Legged Sky Bison

Figure 3: Six-legged Anteater Walker

● Six-legged
● Not Steerable
● Jansen leg 

mechanism

Control Electronics

Figure 4: Schematic of our design’s 
control electronics system. 

Seven Solidworks motion studies were created to 
analyze the locomotion and steering of our walker with 
varying leg mechanism and steering axis spacings.

Analyzed Configurations:  
● Spacing ratio between front and back leg mechanisms: 

6:16, 6:19, and 6:26
● Steering Axis: Centered or Front
● Turning radius (smallest): 73.6 in. (6.1 ft)

Drivetrains

Design Solution

Figure 5 & 6: (From left to right) Land Rover Defender 110
Flying Huntsman 6X6 PICKUP and turning radius on 
SolidWorks Motion Study Analysis

Figure 1: Theo Jansen’s 
Strandbeest

● The walking drivetrain uses a single 
DC motor to make all six legs 
move, with the front legs powered 
by a universal joint shaft even 
when turning and the rear legs 
powered by a belt and pulley

● The steering drivetrain consists of 
a servo positioned at the steering 
axis

Steering Drivetrain Walking Drivetrain Jansen Leg Mechanism


